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Valorization addenduM

This Valorization Addendum describes how the knowledge obtained from our research in this 
thesis can be of value for both clinical and societal use.

societal relevance
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a medical condition affecting around 322 million people 
worldwide in 2015. This disorder includes a wide range of neuropsychiatric symptoms that 
vary greatly between patients. Approximately one third of treated patients do not responds to 
standard therapy including deep brain stimulation (DBS) and suffer from treatment resistant 
depression (TRD). For these people, treatment remains a challenge and research is needed to 
explore underlying neural mechanisms in depression.

Implementing clinical subtypes of TRD into future studies investigating DBS for TRD could 
increase its overall efficacy. Looking at homogenous subtypes of depressed patients and investigat-
ing which DBS target works the best for each particular subtype may lead to a more personalized 
DBS approach. This would be superior to looking at primary outcomes across all participants. 
With this approach we hopefully find correct patient-specific targets for stimulation.

We believe in the existence of microcircuits in depression and TRD and have showed that these 
exist in the prefrontal cortex in rats. This might be extrapolated to the human state of depres-
sion showing different inter-individual depressive traits. These findings are relevant for science 
and society so that further research into microcircuits in TRD can lead to more patient-specific 
targeting based on their depressive traits.

A lesson learned from our side-effect study is that adjacent brain regions can cause severe 
side-effects upon stimulation. This implicates the importance of correct electrode placement and 
indicates that caution is vital when exploring new brain regions for stimulation.

With our literature study into nanoparticle-mediated neuromodulation we have shown that 
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) can acts as transducers of a magnetic field into thermal, electri-
cal, mechanical or chemical stimuli. This offers a possibility to remotely and wirelessly modulate 
specific groups of cells in arbitrarily deep regions of the brain. We hope to stimulate research 
groups to implement these advanced neuromodulation techniques, advancing the field of neuro-
science and improving the specificity of these techniques.

We thoroughly described a new method called ‘magnetothermal deep brain stimulation’ 
(mDBS) in this thesis and in collaboration with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) 
in Boston (MA, USA) are one of the first researcher groups to research mDBS in freely moving 
mice. Further research should implement this new technique in various animal models of signs 
and symptoms as expressed in mental, neuropsychiatric, neurosensory and neurodegenerative 
disorders in order to restore physiological brain functions and to define its therapeutic value. For 
clinicians such as neurosurgeons, mDBS could overcome invasive surgery for neuromodulation.
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Our TRPV1 study (chapter 7) shows that the use of endogenously TRPV1 for neuromodula-
tion seems restricted, but glial expression of TRPV1 may indicate an alternative approach for 
neuromodulation. This is mainly interesting for researchers trying to overcome the viral induc-
tion of TRPV1 for mDBS, or researchers interested in the function and modulation of glial cells 
in neuromodulation. Thus far, most studies only research the direct effect of modulation on 
neurons, various new insight could be obtained when investigating the role of glial cells in this 
process.

target audience
Findings from our literature study (chapter 2) are relevant for patients, clinicians and research-
ers, since they can incorporate the precise evaluation of symptoms, biomarkers, and resting-state 
connectivity patterns to distinguishing clinical subtypes of TRD.

The findings from our DBS study (chapter 3) acknowledging the existence of microcircuits are 
relevant for both patients, clinicians as well as researchers since these insight pave a way to more 
patient-specific targeting based on depressive traits.

Our findings from the side-effect study (chapter 4) are relevant for clinicians and research-
ers showing that correct electrode placement is of the utmost importance and that simulating 
adjacent brain regions with the same clinically relevant parameters can cause severe side-effects 
which needs to be considered when researching new brain regions.

Implementing nanoparticles into neuromodulation (chapter 5 and 6) is relevant for both 
researchers and clinicians. For researchers, nanoparticles can refine current methods of neuro-
modulation. For clinicians such as neurosurgeons, these refinements could overcome invasive 
surgery for neuromodulation in the future.

Finally, results from our TRPV1 study (chapter 7) are mainly interesting for researchers since 
it showed that the use of endogenously TRPV1 for neuromodulation seems restricted, but glial 
expression of TRPV1 may indicate an alternative approach for neuromodulation.

products/innovation
The studies of this thesis can be considered innovative in several ways. Firstly, this work included 
a novel concept of clinical subtypes of TRD comprising of different microcircuits. This theory 
was implemented into an animal model of depression showing the existence of different mi-
crocircuits responsible for different behavioral traits within the prefrontal cortex of rats. This is 
crucial for future research into patient-specific neuromodulation targeting in depression.

Another innovative approach in this thesis is the review of the implementation of nanoparticles 
into different forms of neuromodulation with an emphasis on DBS. We describe a the method 
mDBS and in collaboration with colleagues from MIT, are one of the first researchers to research 
magnetothermal DBS in freely moving mice.

Furthermore, we were the first to describe the existence of TRPV1 in the human cingulate- and 
medial frontal gyrus paving the way to magnetothermal DBS in humans.
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implementation
The knowledge and novel insights obtained from the studies in this thesis will be shared with 
health care professionals, patient organizations and scientific societies.

Future studies investigating TRD will hopefully implement clinical subtypes of TRD and 
explore the underlying microcircuits of different behavioral traits. We will encourage this by 
presenting our results at different neuroscientific congresses as we have presented them at the So-
ciety of Neuroscience in San Diego (CA, USA) in 2018. Health care professionals can contribute 
to these studies by incorporating precise evaluation of symptoms, biomarkers, and resting-state 
connectivity patterns for TRD in patient care. For patient organizations its valuable information 
and reassuring to see that advances in the treatment of TRD are still being made.

To advance current methods of neuromodulation, we hope that various research groups will 
implement nanoparticle-mediated neuromodulation. In particular we would like to encourage 
the usage of mDBS in different animal models in order to restore physiological brain functions 
and to define its therapeutic value. We will engage with different groups conducting nanoparticle-
mediated neuromodulation experiments. For clinicians, such as neurosurgeons, it is good to 
know that non-invasive remote neuromodulation through nanoparticles holds potential in the 
future. Since at the school for Mental Health and Neuroscience (MHeNS), the department of 
Neurosurgery has both researchers and clinicians, such knowledge transfer takes place on the 
spot.


